There are many algorithms that can be used for the time-series forecasting problem, ranging from simple (e.g. Moving Average) to sophisticated Machine Learning approaches (e.g. Neural Networks). Most of these algorithms require a number of user-defined parameters to be specified, leading to exponential explosion of the space of potential solutions. Since the trial-and-error approach to finding a good algorithm for solving a given problem is typically intractable, researchers and practitioners need to resort to a more intelligent search strategy, with one option being to constraint the search space using past experience -an approach known as Meta-learning. Although potentially attractive, Meta-learning comes with its own challenges. Gathering a sufficient number of Meta-examples, which in turn requires collecting and processing multiple datasets from each problem domain under consideration is perhaps the most prominent issue. In this paper, we are investigating the situations in which the use of additional data can improve performance of a Meta-learning system, with focus on cross-domain transfer of Meta-knowledge. A similarity-based cluster analysis of Meta-features has also been performed in an attempt to discover homogeneous groups of time-series with respect to Meta-learning performance. Although the experiments revealed limited room for improvement over the overall best base-learner, the Meta-learning approach turned out to be a safe choice, minimizing the risk of selecting the least appropriate base-learner.
Introduction
There exists a plethora of Machine Learning algorithms that can be used for the time-series forecasting problem. In order to use most of them, a number of user-defined parameters need to be specified, leading to exponential explosion of the space of potential solutions. One approach to finding a good algorithm for a given problem is trial-and-error, which is typically intractable. Hence researchers and practitioners need to resort to a more intelligent search strategy, with one option being to constraint the search space using past experience -an approach known as Meta-learning [16] . Learning at the base-level gathers experience within a specific problem, while Meta-learning is concerned with accumulating knowledge over several learning episodes [14] . The knowledge which is used by Meta-learner is ac-quired from previously solved problems, and each problem is characterized by several Meta-features. Meta-features combined with performance of learning algorithms (which act as targets or labels), form a Meta-knowledge database.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the situations in which the use of additional data can improve performance of a Meta-learning system for time-series forecasting, with focus on cross-domain Meta-knowledge transfer. The culmination of previous work on Meta-learning within the group [17, 18] was the use of proposed approaches and data from NN3 and NN5 competitions 1 in [17] , which supplemented by the available NN-GC1 data has led to our winning of the NN-GC1 international forecasting competition. In [18] it was stipulated (though not verified by any further analysis) that a particularly good predictive performance resulting from deploying the Meta-learning approach and a Meta-ranking algorithm on the NNGC-C dataset (monthly interval) and NNGC-E (daily interval) might have been due to additional use of the NN3 and NN5 (111 daily series each) datasets for generating Meta-knowledge and training Meta-learners. In this paper, we have concentrated on attempting to understand if the use of additional timeseries from NN3/NN5 competitions have been the main reason behind the performance of our Meta-learner on series NNGC-C and NNGC-E of the NN-GC1 competition. Through an extended analysis of the results describing for which NN-GC1 time-series the Meta-learning performs best or worst, we have attempted to answer a more general question of when and under what circumstances the use of datasets from other domains (NN3/NN5 competitions in the current context) could be beneficial for recommending well performing forecasting methods for a problem at hand.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the problem statement. High-level methodology applicable to cross-domain Meta-learning systems is presented in Section 3. The experimentation environment containing key components of a Meta-learning system are covered in Section 4. The results of various experiments are presented in Section 5. Section 6 focuses on cluster analysis of the Meta-examples in an attempt to identify homogeneous groups of time-series with respect to Meta-learning performance. The paper is concluded in Section 7.
Problem Statement
It has been widely accepted that gathering additional training data typically leads to an improvement in performance of predictive models. This stems from both theoretical arguments related to the bias-variance dilemma [6] , where collecting more data is a way of avoiding the trade-off in the first place, and empirical evidence [12] suggesting that "it is not who has the best algorithm that wins -it is who has the most data", at least in some application areas.
In this study we evaluate the above hypothesis in a context of a Meta-learning system for time series forecasting, with a particular focus on using additional training data from other domains. The rationale behind such a scenario is that data from other domains is often much easier to find.
In particular, we perform an investigation to find whether the reason for good performance of a Meta-model built using the NN3 and NN5 datasets when applied to the NNGC-C and NNGC-E datasets was the similar frequency of observation recording or time-series sample-rate Meta-feature dominance over rest of the predictors. Investigation is also required to understand if increasing the size of training dataset could enhance the overall Meta-learning prediction accuracy. Additionally, it leads to another problem of not finding useful patterns from the cross-domain data, for example, NN3 and NN5 contain 222 instances which is a relatively small number with a lot of variations in the data points. It raises the question whether adding data from only the same domain can enhance Meta-level accuracy.
Methodology
In order to investigate the hypothesis stated in Section 2, an experimentation environment has been established. Figure 1 provides a high-level overview of the Meta-learning system setup for this work, which also includes cluster analysis on the Meta-database as mentioned earlier. The results of Meta-learning and cluster analysis have been analyzed to extract some evidence that could provide answers to the questions raised in the above section.
The Meta-learning workflow within the system is divided into two phases: i) Meta-modelling, and ii) Meta-ranking. For Meta-modelling two datasets from different domains are used: i) NN3 drawn from homogeneous population of monthly empirical business time-series, and ii) NN5 with history of cash machine transactions. Several Meta-features Within the Meta-ranking phase, the three Meta-models have been evaluated against six subsets of NN-GC1 which are from a different domain (i.e. transportation) than both NN3 and NN5. Furthermore, NN-GC1 has different observation sampling rates. The same Meta-features which are used in Meta-modelling phase, have been extracted from NN-GC1 for the purpose of Meta-ranking. The Meta-models, that are trained on NN3 and NN5, are used to estimate the most appropriate forecasting method for the Meta-examples of NN-GC1. These estimates are evaluated against the best possible forecasting method which is computed by independently and exhaustively evaluating all base-learners on NN-GC1 as depicted in the right-side of Figure 1 .
Apart from Meta-modelling, cluster analysis has also been performed on three different combinations of Metadatasets including NN3 versus NN-GC1, NN5 versus NN-GC1 and NN3+NN5 versus NN-GC1. A hierarchical clustering approach was applied with different linkage methods and distance similarity measures to extract the most interpretable cluster structures.
Experimentation Environment
The experimental environment comprising all the key components of a Meta-learning system has been setup to perform extensive set of experiments. The base-level forecasting algorithms and Meta-features used in this work are taken from [17] to enable comparative analysis.
Examples of Datasets
The Examples of Datasets (EoD) is a repository of usually large number of datasets from various domains. In this paper, the EoD consists of 222 univariate time-series from two different sources, NN3 and NN5 [10] competitions. Each data-source contains 111 series, with NN3 dataset consisting of monthly business observations and NN5 consisting of daily financial observations. These two data-sources have been used for training of the Meta-model used in further experiments.
The Meta-model has been tested on 6 NN-GC1 [10] competition subsets consisting of 66 univariate time-series in total. Each subset consists of 11 series with different frequency of observations and prediction horizon. Table 1 summarizes the basic properties of all datasets used in this study.
Base-level Forecasting Methods (Base-learners)
Performance of five base-level forecasting methods has been estimated for each of the time-series. Those algorithms vary from simple (Moving Average and Single Exponential Smoothing) to more complex (Automatic Box-Jenkins, Structural and Neural Networks). These algorithms were evaluated using SMAPE meaus which was averaged over the time-series and its standard deviation. The evaluation protocol consisted of training the models on first 75% of the series and then applying it to the remaining 25%. Several R [21] libraries have been used to compute the performances, where the configuration of the algorithms is given in the following subsections.
Simple time-series Algorithms
Moving Average (MA) is a simple time-series method where the arithmetic mean of the last k observations has been computed iteratively. The optimal value of k is selected using grid-search from 3 to 24 where the step size is 3. At each value of k, mean squared error (MSE) has been calculated on validation-set and the k is selected where the error value is lowest.
Complex time-series Algorithms
Three complex time-series algorithms are also included: 1. Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Models (ARIMA) [8] , where the configuration used in this work was obtained by performing a grid-search over possible models within the first and second differences with starting stepwise value of 1 [15] . The lag value that produced the lowest MSE on the validation set has been automatically selected. The reason for selecting maximum second-order difference as described in [17] is that the data usually only involves non-stationarity at maximum second-level.
2. Structural technique, which is a linear state-space model for univariate time-series based on various components of the series such as trends etc. [20] . The maximum likelihood estimates of the local level model is used to get the time-varying slope dynamics. The structural technique produces fitted Kalman filter and smoother [23] .
3. Feed-forward Neural Network with a single hidden layer containing 12 neurons and up to 12-observations lag, to reflect weekly or yearly seasonality for NN5 and NN3 respectively. The predictions were averaged over ten randomly initialised networks to obtain the forecasts.
The summary of various parameters that are used by the base-learning forecasting methods and their performances have been depicted in Table 2 . As it can be seen, the Moving Average and ARIMA performed best on average for NN3 and NN5 respectively, with MA being the top-performer for 41% time-series in NN3 and ARIMA outperforming other methods for 72% NN5 time-series. There is not much difference in overall SMAPEs and standard deviations of the remaining four algorithms. While the standard deviation of NN3 tends to be almost double that of NN5, the SMAPE for the former is roughly two times smaller. The reason of high standard deviation of NN3 dataset is most likely the length of the time-series, which are comparatively much shorter than NN5, making the models less stable.
Meta-feature Generation
There are three different groups of Meta-features extracted from univariate time-series, including descriptive statistics, frequency domain and auto-correlation features [17] . The features were computed using methods available in R [21] . Table 3 contains the list of features and their descriptions that have been extracted from the time-series.
Descriptive Statistics
The descriptive statistics have been computed on time-series detrended using polynomial regression as explained in [17] . Statistics that are computed using detrended series include standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Another feature, trend, has been calculated to measure the amount of variability of the time-series. The turning points and step changes of time-series have been computed as described in [22] . The turning points provide information of local minima or maxima within a series while a step change is detected when mean of the series is greater than twice the standard deviation at each observation of the series. The number of turning points and step changes have been cumulated within a series and normalized by the number of observations. Furthermore, the Durbin-Watson test and non-linearity measure have been calculated on polynomial regression of order three [17] .
Frequency Domain and Auto-correlations
In frequency domain, two features of the Fast Fourier Transform have been extracted from the detrended timeseries. These are the maximum value of power spectrum and the number of peaks greater than 60% of the maximum value. The maximum value of the power spectrum provides strength of the strongest seasonal or cyclic component, while the top 40% peaks in the power spectrum identify the number of times strong recurring components in a timeseries [17] are found. There are five auto-correlation and partial auto-correlation features to capture information of stationarity and seasonality of the time-series. These correlations are computed for lags 1 and 2. Additionally, a lag of 12 has been introduced for NN3 dataset which consists of monthly readings, and partial auto-correlation of lag 7 for the NN5, which consists of daily transactions. The Meta-features are summarized in Table 3 . 
Meta-knowledge Preparation
Meta-learning requires an extensive and diverse set of time-series to build a reliable Meta-database on a given problem domain. The Meta-knowledge is composed of Meta-features mapped with the performance measures of respective EoD. The performance measures used to evaluate five base-models is SMAPE, whereas the classifier with lowest SMAPE against every EoD is selected as target variable (class label) of the Meta-learner. The size of the Meta-database is varied for different experiments ranging from 111 to 288 instances with 16 Meta-features. In our experiments we have used three sets of features i.e. (1) the top three most important features, (2) features with importance greater than the mean importance, and (3) all 16 features, exploiting a Random Forest based feature scoring approach as described in [13] .
The Meta-knowledge for both NN3 and NN5 are biased towards MA and ARIMA respectively, which leads to imbalanced dataset problem. In current scenario the imbalanced Meta-knowledge is producing biased classifiers that have a higher estimation accuracy for the majority classes, i.e., MA and ARIMA, but lower accuracy for the minority classes. This problem has been solved using Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique (SMOTE) which balances the dataset by over-sampling the minority classes. SMOTE synthetically generates more instances of the minority class hence broadening their decision regions [9] .
Meta-Learning
The Meta-database contains inputs (Meta-features) and class labels (the best forecasting algorithm for each timeseries). Three supervised learning algorithms have been used as Meta-learners: feed-forward Neural Network, Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine. At this stage, leave-one-out cross validation strategy has been adopted i.e. the Meta-learners are trained on all but one time-series from the respective dataset (NN3, NN5) and tested on the remaining one. The methods have been first evaluated and compared using Classification Accuracy: From the above experiments the Meta-learner that outperformed all others have been chosen to predict the best forecasting method for datasets from different domains. The overall accuracies and standard deviation of above Meta-learners are shown in Table 4 . These accuracy estimates have been compared between predicted method recommended by Meta-learner and the best algorithm out of five candidate forecasting methods against each time-series. There were three different experiments at the Meta-level:
1. Using top three features as shown in Table 3 . The SVM Meta-learner performed slightly better than Decision Tree on NN3 and NN5. Whereas Neural Network outperformed the remaining two Meta-learners on NN-GC1. 2. Using the features whose importance was greater than the mean of overall feature importance score. Decision
Tree was found to be consistently dominating Meta-learner for all datasets. 3. Using all the features. SVM performed well for simpler time-series, NN3 and GC, while Decision Tree outperformed both SVM and NN for complex datasets including NN5 and Combined.
From the above experiments the Meta-learner that outperformed all others have been chosen to predict the best forecasting method for datasets from different domains.
Cluster Analysis
Hierarchical clustering has been performed on the Meta-database to further investigate whether any correlation exists between Meta-learner's accuracy and cluster structure. Specifically, various combinations of clustering methods and distance measures have been tested, including Ward [19] , single, complete and average linkage paired with Euclidean and Manhattan distance against two cluster counts: 10 and 20.
Results
The Meta-models described in Section 4.5 have been applied to 66 time-series of the NN-GC1 dataset [11] (Table 1). The results are summarized in Table 5 . The best forecasting method is Moving Average with average SMAPE of 16.0 whereas the Meta-learner achieved a small improvement. Also, the paired t-test on the results of 6 NN-GC1 series indicates little significant difference in SMAPE and standard deviation of Base-versus Meta-learner. The detailed results of NN-GC1 datasets on various combination of Meta-models as well as three different sets of predictors (based on feature importance) are given in Table 6 . The average SMAPE of the best possible base-level forecasting algorithm has been compared with different combinations of Meta-models' average SMAPE that came out from various experimentations. In six out of nine cases Meta-learning(NN3)→GC (NN3 Meta-model on NN-GC1) came out as the best Meta-model whereas in remaining four cases combination of both NN3 and NN5 datasets Meta-learning(NN3+NN5)→GC outperformed the rest. However, by analyzing the average SMAPE of different experiments, it can be seen that NN Meta-learner performed reasonably well on the set of features whose importance is above average, followed by SVM and DT. At deeper level the six NN-GC1 showed that apart from a few cases, there was no significant difference between the best possible base-learning and Meta-learning SMAPE.
The individual NN-GC1 dataset was further analyzed for those series which are unable to show the minimum error at Meta-level. The analysis showed that 44% of the series, estimated by the Meta-learner, were ranked as second best followed by 24% series ranked as third best, whereas only 2% were ranked as the worst. Overall for 70% timeseries the model achieved better than the average SMAPE. Small difference between the best overall base-learner (i.e. Moving Average) and the best possible base-learner, left very little room for improvement, contributing to a challenge of showing significant improvement of Meta-learning over base-learning. However, Meta-learning falls between the best possible and average base-learner and can hence be used for recommendation of a predictive algorithm effectively minimizing the probability that a bad predictor will be selected. Figure 2 shows histograms with the number of times a particular method performed best at base and Meta-level for NN-GC1 time-series. The NNGC-A, NNGC-B, NNGC-C and NNGC-F are showing the mixed base-level class distribution where NNGC-D and NNGC-E are biased towards MA and NN respectively. However, for NNGC-D and NNGC-E datasets Meta-learning has recommended ARIMA for most of the time-series.
Analysis
The performance of the Meta-learning system is further investigated for three subsets of Meta-features, formed based on their importance as described in Section 4.4. There was not much accuracy variation among these three subsets, which indicates that not all the Meta-features are contributing, as shown in Table 6 . The Meta-knowledge can be enhanced by increasing the number of examples as one of the challenges in this work is scarce input data with large variations within different time-series of each dataset. In particular, the NN5 dataset contains only 111 time-series, and even within this small number there are a few subsets of series representing different trends and patterns, contributing to the difficulty of building a stable Meta-model as shown in Figure 3 (a) . In another experiment, the Meta-learner was built using both NN3 and NN5 datasets to assess the impact of additional Meta-knowledge instances. The improvement was however very modest which can be observed from MLL(NN3+NN5) combined results reported in Table 6 . The reason is found in their cluster analysis where very few time-series are clustered together based on the similarity of features. Hence the Meta-model was unable to learn patterns from cross-domain time-series. Meta-learning performed reasonably well even in presence of imbalanced class distribution (for NN5 single baselevel forecasting method was performing best for 72% of time-series) while applying Meta-model on NN-GC1. Even though NN3 dataset is found to be simpler (smooth, less noisy) than NN5, the overall Meta-level accuracy of NN5 is higher than NN3. The reason is that ARIMA came out as the best base-learning algorithm for 72% of the time-series which made this dataset imbalanced for Meta-learning. However, for NN3 dataset MA is the best algorithm for 41% of the time-series followed by the NN and Structural methods with more than 20% each. This suggests that Meta-learner worked well for imbalanced class distribution where, in most of the cases, Meta-learner selected majority class. The final experiment was performed to analyse whether any correlation exists between high Meta-learning accuracies versus homogeneous clusters of Meta-examples. There were three different combinations of Meta-examples clustered with the NN-GC1 Meta-examples which included NN3, NN5 and combined NN3+NN5 data. The clusters of NN3 and NN5 are found to be heterogeneous since there were very few time-series clustered together. In Figure 3 (b) it can be observed that the base-and Meta-learner are the same in most of the clusters for NN3 and NNGC-C series. On contrary to this NN5 is not clustered with NNGC-E in most of the cases.
Conclusions
The key focus of this study was to investigate whether the use of additional training data from a different domain is beneficial for improving performance of the Meta-learner. The experiments confirmed a number of issues potentially hampering the performance, including a small number of EoDs available from each domain for Meta-modelling relative to the number of Meta-features, making the input space sparse, and very few instances in NN-GC1 with huge variations in the trends and distribution of its six different sub-datasets.
In consideration of the above challenges the Meta-learning demonstrated a performance level which can still be considered sufficient on cross-domain problem. In more than 90% of the cases, the recommended base-learner was the second or third best option, and there were only 2% of cases where the Meta-learning recommended the worst performing base methods for the respective time-series. Overall, for 70% of the time-series the SMAPE of the recommended algorithm is better than the average SMAPE of all base-learners. Hence while using Meta-learning in this setting might not always give the highest possible performance, it helps to alleviate the risk of selecting the worst model and tends to be a robust approach.
There are few key observations suggesting that the additional data was likely not the reason of better Meta-learning performance observed in NN3+NN5 Meta-model. In several instances the NN3 Meta-model performed better than the combined NN3+NN5 model. One of the reasons found from cluster analysis is that both NN3 and NN5 have very few Meta-examples that are similar to each other. Additionally, NN-GC1 is relatively more similar to NN3 than NN5 because based on the Meta-model recommendations NN3 time-series end up in different clusters in these two cases. Both NNGC-C and NNGC-E are clustered with NN3 whereas unexpectedly there were very few instances of NNGC-E and NN5 found in the same clusters. This is confirmed by the results of the Meta-learning experiments, where MLL(NN3) consistently performed well for NNGC-E. One potential reason for better Meta-level performance is the similar frequency of observation recording.
In considering several data related challenges, the performance of Meta-learning on cross-domain problem was satisfactory. Even though there was not much room for improvement for Meta-learner, it made its place between the best possible base-learner and MA (the best overall base-learner).
